
Midterm Exam: English Grammar and Meaning 
Rules 

You may (and are strongly advised to) do this exam in groups.   
Submit a group answer; everybody gets the same grade. 
Maximum size of group is 3 (see me for exceptions). 
All answers are to be wordprocessed  
   (leave space for hand-drawn diagrams and special characters, if needed). 
Exam answers are due in class Tuesday, October 28th. 
Observe the page limits religiously.     Be concise and precise.   
Use terminology correctly when it is needed, and give examples when they are needed. 
Don’t bullshit. 

1. Discuss the distribution of absolute(ly) in terms of the semantic characteristics  
of the words it can modify.  Some examples: 

(1) He absolutely devoured it. (8) *He absolutely ate it. 
(2) It’s absolutely gorgeous. (9) *It’s absolutely pretty. 
(3) He’s an absolute genius. (10) *He’s an absolute person. 
(4) That’s an absolute stroke of genius. (11) *That’s an absolute idea. 
(5) *She’s absolutely dead. (12) *She’s absolutely pregnant. 
(6) He’s mad. mad ≡ insane or angry 
(7) He’s absolutely mad. mad ≡ insane only 

Try other common adverbs (like merely, rather, etc.) for comparison.  
What determines whether a particular predicate (e.g, eat vs devour,   
pretty vs gorgeous, mad vs mad) can get modified by absolute(ly)? 

1 page maximum.  

2. The following sentences are all ungrammatical. 
For each one, indicate the reasons why it’s ungrammatical, and what went wrong in its derivation.  
If possible, produce a grammatical sentence that means the same thing (as far as you can tell). 
1) *Max doesn’t think it to rain tomorrow. 
2) *Bill told that he didn’t want to go to the movie. 
3) *Sara is believed for Bill to have been kissed by. 
4) *It is widely believed for it to be a long way to Tipperary. 
5) *For Frank’s appearance at the party to be likely seems. 
6) *I think we have to go now, don’t I? 
7) *Who let the cat out of the bag was Walter. 
8) *He told me to come pick up my book, so I went picked it up. 
9) *Bill is easy to win the race. 

10) *Lee would’ven’t ever have said such a thing. 
2 pages maximum.  Be very concise. 



3. Martin <_________@yahoo.com> asks: 
Can anybody point me to a study of how personal pronouns are used in 
modern vernacular English?  Here are a few phrases I heard or read 
this past year.  
(1) If you have any questions, please let Bob and I know. 
(2) He’s a good friend of my wife and I.  
(3) That’s where her and I met.  
(4) Me and animals and children, we work together well.  
(5) At least this is what he told John and myself.  
(6) Myself and Robin have worked with the city for years. 

Explain to Martin what to make of the pronoun usage in each of these sentences. 
How would you categorize and distinguish the different types of (mis)usage?          

1 page maximum. 

4. There is a construction in English of the form go + V-ing, as in 
We’re going shopping.
They went hiking. 
Let’s go digging for clams. 

Not every English verb can appropriately occur in the V slot in this construction: 
*We’re going teaching. 
*They went daydreaming. 
*Let’s go eating. 
  Let’s go drinking. 
*Let’s go playing tennis. 

Furthermore, whatever the restrictions on this construction are,  
they involve more than the identity or meaning of that Verb alone: 
*He went shopping at the wig counter. 
*Let’s go digging up some clams. 

Characterize as best you can the conditions for the appropriateness of the go + V-ing construction,  
or if you prefer to think of it this way, what the construction means and why it is restricted the way it is.  
Do not restrict yourselves to the data on this sheet.   

NB:  The construction under discussion is not the same construction as those exemplified below.  
Bill went and dug some clams.    (go and V) 
He asked us to come eat the clams.  (come + V) 
He said “Come and get it!”  (come and V) 
We’re going to go eat them.  (go + V) 

Don’t confuse them. This construction uses go, immediately followed by an -ing verb form, but no and. 
1 page maximum. 



  

5. The following sentence is ambiguous between one meaning that is self-contradictory  
and one that is not: 

(1) &Many people think that Harry is smarter than he is. 

Describe the two senses, using tree diagrams, and giving unambiguous paraphrases. 
Provide an analysis of this phenomenon which predicts that (1) can make sense  
even though (2) is nonsense: 

(2) *Harry is smarter than he is.            
1 page maximum.  Less is better. 

6. The following sentence is ambiguous: 

(1) &Teddy is the man I want to succeed. 
Describe the ambiguity, giving unambiguous paraphrases of each distinct sense, and describe how each 
underlying structure comes to have the same surface structure (aka ‘give a sketch of the derivations’).   
Is (1) still ambiguous when want to is pronounced wanna /waň ə/, as in (2)?   

(2) Teddy is the man I wanna succeed. 
Comment on any discoveries and their implications.     

1 page maximum. 

7. One of the first rules we learn in English is verb agreement:  
a singular subject takes a singular verb, and a plural subject takes a plural verb. 

(1) The problem   *are/is difficult. 
(2) The problems are/*is difficult. 

If that’s true, then why is the following the case? 

(3) He’s going to give us some old problems on the exam, 
but which problems isn’t clear.     (which problems is plural, isn’t is singular) 

(4) He’s going to give us some old problems on the exam, 
but which problems *aren’t clear.             (but plural aren’t is ungrammatical) 

Give paraphrases and interpretations, plus a sketch of the derivation. 
Which constraints are imposed by the predicates and which by coreference? 

2 pages maximum. 



8. There are many cases in English in which a noun can be used as a verb without any morphological 
change.  This is called ‘zero-derivation’, since there is no derivational affix licensing the change in part of 
speech. We will restrict our attention to the following case, which can be divided into two subgroups, as 
follows: 

 Group I  Group II 
to seed a lawn to seed a pepper 
to water a horse to milk a cow 
to top a building to top a tree 
to wire a house to peel an orange 
to oil a wheel to worm a dog 
to carpet a room to core an apple 
to cap a bottle to skin a cat 
to fence a yard to scalp a man 
to roof a house to bone a chicken 
to wax a floor to husk corn 

First, characterize the meaning of Group I vs Group II.  In what precise way do all members of the two 
Groups differ? What is the relation between the verb and the noun in each case?  Give enough examples 
to explain what you’re talking about (and show that you do know what you’re talking about). 

Second, find two unambiguous paraphrases that will distinguish between uses of verbs homophonous 
between the two Groups, like seed and top. Should this be thought of as constituting (a) two senses of the 
zero-derived verb seed; (b) two different zero-derived verbs seed or (c) one sense of the zero-derived 
verb seed, with three pragmatic extensions?  How would one decide? 

Third, try to determine what other factors might allow us to determine whether a given zero-derived 
verb is in Group I or II.  What do you need to know, in other words, about seeds, lawns, peppers, or Xs, 
to predict the meaning of the zero-derived verb seed in any phrase like to seed an X (or any other verb in 
any other context)? Are there any pervasive patterns?  Do Group I and II strike you as being equally 
common and productive?  Discuss. 

These topics can be discussed in any useful order together or separately. 
But be clear about saying what you mean and why you mean it. 
Don’t neglect to give examples to make yourself clear. 

2 pages maximum. Less is better, provided detail coverage is good  
 and all relevant generalizations are captured. 



 9. The three verbs realize, discover, and learn can all take object complements: 
 r ealized 
(1) Bill discovered    that the task was important
 lea rned 
and can also take a nominal object that is a nominalization of the complement: 
 r ealized 

(1a) Bill discovered    the importance of the task 
 learned of 
(The only overt difference is that learn takes of when its DO is not a clause.) 

However, there is sometimes a problem getting good nominalizations of downstairs verbs: 
 r ealized 
(2) Bill discovered    that the sun was going to explode
 lea rned 
 *r ealized 

(2a) Bill *discovered    the coming explosion of the sun.
 learned of 
 r ealized 
(3) Bill discovered    that Max believed in fairies.
 lea rned 
 *r ealized 

(3a) Bill discovered     Max’s belief in fairies.
 learned of 
 r ealized 
(4) Bill discovered    that Rich had acquired a Siamese cat.
 lea rned 
 *r ealized 

(4a) Bill *discovered   Rich’s acquisition of a Siamese cat.
 learned of 
 *r ealized 
(4b) Bill discovered     Rich’s acquisition.

 learned of 
 r ealized 
(5) Bill discovered     that Irv was happy at the birth of his son.

 learned of 
 ?r ealized 
(5a) Bill discovered     Irv’s happiness at the birth of his son.
 learned of 

These are intended to get you started, not to consitute your entire data.  Your job is to describe the 
constraints on the nominalizations (more specifically, on the semantics of the noun objects) of these verbs. 
Describe them in terms of the semantic and syntactic criteria of the predicate in the complement S, and of 
the resultant nominalization (there are several different kinds of nominalization, as (4a-b) demonstrate). 

1 page, maximum.  Less is better. 
 


